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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie haben ein Azure-Abonnement mit dem Namen Abonnement1.
In Subscription1 erstellen Sie eine Azure-Dateifreigabe mit dem Namen share1.
Sie erstellen eine Shared Access Signature (SAS) mit dem Namen SAS1 (siehe folgende
Abbildung).
Wählen Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Will be prompted for credentials
Azure Storage Explorer is a standalone app that enables you to easily work with Azure Storage
data on Windows, macOS, and Linux. It is used for connecting to and managing your Azure
storage accounts.
Box 2: Will have read, write, and list access
The net use command is used to connect to file shares.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-dotnet-shared-access-sign
ature-part-1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vs-azure-tools-storage-manage-with-storage-explorer
?tabs=windows

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is an indicator of suspicious activity?
A. A customer who pay back a late loan all at once after collecting on a bad debt
B. Large and frequent credit balances on a credit card resulting in request for refunds
C. An online retailer that uses a third-party payment processor to facilitate its transactions
D. A convenience store that brings in $20s and $10s and requests small bills and change
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
The CIO of an international enterprise is considering the use of an offshore cloud service
provider to store customer data. Which of the following should be the MOST important
consideration when making this decision?
A. IT service delivery roles and responsibilities
B. The cloud service provider's reputation
C. Likelihood of natural disasters
D. Compliance with applicable legislation
Answer: D
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